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in this paper, the problem of determining the failure modes of a bridge with an i-beam-
column cantilever girder (bccg) superstructure under external loads is addressed. an
initially self-consistent finite element model of the bridge is developed, based on a

topology optimization for both the bridge substructure and superstructure. to be self-
consistent, the prestressed tendons are considered as a nonlinear variable in the finite

element model. the results of the study will facilitate more cost-effective model
development, ensuring that the result is not overly conservative. it will also aid in

bridging the gap between the results of the classical models and those of the advanced
topology optimization method. a clad plate for wind turbine nacelle has been made of

composite sandwich structure with spray foam core. for the purpose of corrosion
resistance and lightweight, the wind turbine structure has been made of aluminum

alloy. nacelle has a different type of plate structure. the operation of the wind turbine
started in october 2016. this research examined the effect of passing waves on the

structure and analyzed that the maximum deformation of the structural component is
generated at the position of mounting point of the nacelle by passing waves. a 3d finite

element model was used for analyzing the natural frequency of this structure. the
results indicate that the structure should have the consideration of the natural

frequency, as it is only 0.6% high from the natural frequency. the operating wind
turbine is constructed from a composite plate structure with spray foam core for the
purpose of corrosion resistance and lightweight in the analysis. the effect of passing

waves on the structure was predicted by using 3d finite element analysis.
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the results from the
1-7/8"x3-3/8"x1-1/2" joint

sleeve test are as follows. the
most important tests are the
american society for testing
and materials (astm) c 664
crack propagation tests. the

concentricity of the joints is as
follows: the most important test
is the astm c664 in astm a 288.
for additional details, see the

astm a 288 specification
review. the other astm tests are

shown below. astm c 573 in
astm a 289. astm c 588, and
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astm c 1257 in astm a 288. see
also astm c 1257 specification
review for additional details.
the specification of the test

actually includes (on page 4) a
crack propagation curve. this

curve consists of three
elements: (1) an identified base
point of the propagation curve;

(2) a tested nominal applied
load; and, (3) an identified
crack opening criterion. the

base point of the crack
propagation curve should

identify, as clearly as possible,
which of the tests is the base of

the crack propagation curve,
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i.e., the base point. the tested
nominal applied load is
expressed in the unit of

millimeter-pounds (mpa). the
identified crack opening

criterion is expressed in the
unit of millimeter-pounds

(mpa). (see specification review
for additional information.) in
addition, the following notes

are provided on the astm crack
propagation curves. the failure
of the astm a 288 tests by j.a.t.
was only partially repeatable.
the number of failures and the
location of the failures varied.

the specifications are therefore
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not reliable for making a
quantitative evaluation of a

crack propagation
characteristic. this is due to the

wide variation of the
development and size of the
cracks produced. 5ec8ef588b
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